
 

 

 

 

Project title:  
"Ex-Ante Evaluation for Establishing a Monitoring and Evaluation 

System in Georgia" 

Position:   Institutional Development/Learning Expert 

Location: Georgia 

Eligible nationalities: All nationalities 

Start of project: 10/11/2014 

Assignment duration: 45 working days 

Deadline:  28/09/2014 

Objective 
Overall objective 
The main objective of this ex ante evaluation is to set up a monitoring and evaluation 
system at the outset of the SSF 2014-2017 to secure the timely provision of relevant 
information and data on the achieved results for different levels of the European 
Union and the partner government at any moment during its implementation with: 
 

 an overall independent assessment of the past performance of monitoring and 
evaluation practices under the previous cooperation, paying particularly 
attention to the provisions to secure the results by different support instruments 
and methodologies against the objectives of the Country Strategy Paper (CSP) 
2007-2013 as well as to trace best practices; 

 key lessons and recommendations in order to improve current and future actions 
notably under the SSF 2014-2017, on how bilateral, regional and thematic EU 
cooperation programmes can create synergies to increase its impact on the 
structural level as well as on how the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
cooperation between EU and Georgia can be secured or continuously improved. 

Qualifications required:  
Qualification and skills 

 University Master´s degree related to development cooperation, institution 
building, aid efficiency or otherwise relevant for this sector 

 Working knowledge of the following language: English 

 The knowledge of the Georgian as well as previous relevant expertise in Georgia 
will be considered an advantage 

Professional experience 

 Professional experience in the field of evaluation methods and techniques in 
general of at least 3 years 

 Professional experience/expertise in the field of institutional 
development/learning 

 Professional expertise in the field of establishing M&E systems as learning tool for 
institutions and/or programming 

 Professional experience with EU external cooperation programmes, with ENP 

would be regarded an asset 

Other information: 
If you are interested in this position please send your CV in EU format under the heading 

“Institutional Development/Learning Expert”. When sending your application please include 

an indication of your desired remuneration (day-rate).Please also make sure that you include 

one or more telephone numbers. Only selected candidates will be contacted.  

Contact:  com11@ntu.eu  

mailto:com11@ntu.eu

